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Abstract. We propose a mechanism for time reparametrization symmetry
breaking in canonical gravity. We consider a model of spinor gravity, based
on Sen’s expression of a particular type of lapse and shift variables as a spin
system, with one additional long-range self-interacting massive spin-1/2 particle
that is coupled to spinor gravity. The symmetry breaking is identified with the
origin of the quantum energy measurement processes. Our theory uses a novel
interpretation of quantum mechanics with respect to quantum mechanical position
uncertainties of particles.
1. Introduction
Since the advent of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics[1, 2], it
has been a great challenge to resolve the problems of measurement and the origin
of the quantum state reduction that generates non-unitary time evolution of state
vectors[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. There have been many
earlier proposals for a non-selective measurement process (i.e., a decoherence process)
that makes a given pure state be equivalent to the exclusive statistical mixture of
eigenstates of a discrete measured observable with statistical weights given by the
Born rule[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16]. However, no proposal has been given for
the subsequent event reading process that makes the state obtained by a non-selective
measurement be a pure eigenstate of the measured observable.
In this paper, we address a connection between time itself and these two processes
by extending canonical gravity theory, that is, the Hamiltonian formulation of general
relativity. Specifically, we propose a possible mechanism for spontaneous time
reparametrization symmetry (TRpS) breaking in canonical gravity theory and show
that these two processes, with respect to energy measurements, accompany TRpS
breaking without modifying the Schro¨dinger equation. We limit the focus of the
present investigation to a mathematical model, in which the mechanism works.
The structure of this paper is as follows.
In the next section, we extend canonical gravity by introducing one additional
long-range self-interacting massive spin-1/2 particle. This additional particle is
coupled to the spatial-diffeomorphism-gauge independent part of the shift vector under
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a novel interpretation of quantum mechanics with respect to quantum mechanical
position uncertainties of particles.
In sections 3 and 4, we describe the mechanism of TRpS breaking and the
consequent measurement processes of desired quantum systems in our model. In the
mechanism of TRpS breaking, the result of Refs.[18, 19] is essentially used, and the
additional particle plays the role of creating the TRp invariant potential.
In the final section, we summarize the overall results and characterize the novelty
of our theory of measurement.
In appendix A, we give an elementary overview of the time concept in canonical
gravity.
2. The model
Our modeling framework of extended canonical gravity is based on Sen’s expression of
a particular type of lapse and shift variables which represent a null-vector translation
of a space-like hypersurface in a space-time as a spin system[20].
To explain Sen’s idea, first, we consider, in general relativity, the Arnowitt-Deser-
Misner (ADM) 3 + 1 decomposition of a space-time M having a metric gµν with the
signature (+,−,−,−) and denote the time-parameter and space-like hypersurfaces
in their family by t0 and Σt0 , respectively[21]. Here, Σt0 has the induced metric
qab(t0, x
a) and the extrinsic curvature Kab(t0, x
a). In the ADM decomposition
method, the square of the line element in M is written as
ds2 = N2c2dt20 + qab(dx
a +Nadt0)(dx
b +N bdt0) (1)
for time-lapse function N and shift vector Na.
Second, we consider an SL(2, C) two-component spinor variable λα on M , with
three local degrees of freedom that appear in the real null vector lµ ≡ λαλ¯α′ where
λ¯α denotes the complex conjugate of λα and we lower and raise spinor indices by
contraction with a symplectic form iσ2. We restrict λα to Σt0 (here, t0 is not specific).
We denote by tµ the everywhere timelike future-directed unit vector field on M which
is normal to the family of Σt0 . We restrict t
µ to Σt0 (here, t0 is not specific) and give a
Hermitian SL(2, C) spinor representation, tαα
′
, for tµ at each point in Σt0 such that,
in particular, tαα
′
λαλ¯α′ = t
µlµ holds. Using t
αα′ , we give the Hermitian conjugate of
λα by[22, 23]
λ†α =
√
2tαα
′
λ¯α′ . (2)
Here, note that the group that preserves the structure of a positive-definite Hermitian
inner product (λ, η) = λ†αηα is SU(2). So, spinors λα defined over Σt0 are in fact
SU(2) spinors on Σt0 . Using this fact and following Sen[20], we express a lapse
function Nphys and a shift vector N
a
phys (introduced later) as two kinds of squares
of a dimensionless SU(2) spinor λα on Σt0 :
Nphys =
1√
2
λ†αλα , N
(αβ)
phys = cλ
†(αλβ) , (3)
where we use () to indicate symmetric indices[24]. Eq.(3) represents a null-vector
translation of Σt0 in M because of cNphys = |Naphys|.
In this paper, our interest lies in the spatial weak-field case
(qab + δab)
2 ≈ 0 , (4)
K2ab ≈ 0 . (5)
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Now, we invoke Sen’s idea (3) to introduce the spin-1/2 massive fermion field,
called the theta particle field, on Σt0 (here, t0 is not specific) and extend canonical
gravity. We do this such that the two-dimensional spin Hilbert space, V , of the theta
particle (not of the anti-theta particle‡) matches the complex linear space of the Sen
spinor λα in Eq.(3). Specifically, a theta particle is the composite of its own Sen spinor
on Σt0 that is additionally introduced besides λα and belongs to V (we denote this
spinor by Λα to distinguish it from λα, and we assume that the spin vector of Λα
does not couple to the infinitesimal time increment dt0 whereas Nphys and N
a
phys of
λα couple to dt0) and a scalar particle Φ that carries the orbital degrees of freedom
and the mass of Θα. We hypothesize theta particles and anti-theta particles to be
cold dark matter. Each of these particles is assumed to have no direct interaction
with the standard model elementary particles except for the origin of its mass. Taking
advantage of the coldness of theta particles, we deal with only theta particles, with
velocities that are very low relative to the speed of light. Then, the theta particle field
is approximately described by a non-relativistic Pauli SU(2) two-component spinor
field, Θα, on Σt0 with dimensions [L
−3/2].
In our model, two kinds of orbital interactions are assumed. Specifically, we
assume that, though λα has no orbital self-interaction, the background Λα of Θα
(i.e., a part of Λα in Σt0 which is not compounded with Φ) has a two-body orbital
self-interaction and the triple λα-Λα-Φ has a three-body orbital interaction.§
In the SO(3) vector spin model, in which all variables are treated as their field
amounts, we define the spin density of the theta particles by
τ (αβ) = Θ†(αΘβ) (6)
and require that it couples to the Sen spin λα by a strong physical coupling, hc, times
N in their own variable spaces:
Hc ≈ −2Jc
∑
ψ0
wψ0
∫
Σt0
τaN
a
phys|ψ0dS , (7)
that is, an interaction Hamiltonian, where −Jc > 0 is a constant, dS is the volume
element defined by dSµ = tµdS, and Hc =
∫
Σt0
NhcdS. The anti-theta spin does not
have this coupling (for the reason, see below). Here, hc is not a canonical coupling.
In Hc, the term N
a
phys is the spatial-diffeomorphism-gauge independent part (i.e., the
physical part) of the shift vector Na:
Na = Naphys +N
a
rest , cNphys = |Naphys| (8)
and Naphys|ψ0‖ is defined for each reduced particle pure state ψ0 with statistical weight
wψ0 in the mixed state of each particle obtained by the partial trace of the rest
particles in the whole system of all particles. Here, Naphys gives a physical spatial
displacement, within M , of each ψ0 and Σt0 , accompanying the time elapse via its
couplings to supermomenta, {ha}, in the Hamiltonians. In contrast, Narest is not
‡ In the present model, the theta particle is assumed to be a massive Dirac fermion and to be
distinguished from its own anti-particle. Namely, the theta particle is assumed not to be truly
neutral. This scenario is possible if the orbital interactions are mediated by a massless dark gauge
boson.
§ As these orbital interactions, we assume long-range interactions mediated by a massless dark gauge
boson in order to invoke the role played by the Coulomb interaction between two electrons in a
ferromagnet.
‖ We will define this by Eq.(16) in Sec. 3.2 after we present our novel interpretation of quantum
mechanics with respect to quantum mechanical position uncertainties.
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physical and depends on the choice of a gauge Nat0 that does not depend on any ψ0.
Hc is invariant under the time reparametrization (TRp) t0 → t′0 = F (t0) at the level
of canonical equations, since the combination Hcdt0 is invariant under TRp. Hc is
regarded as an effective interaction, that is, an exchange interaction between two kinds
of Sen spin (λα, and Λα in Θα) with orbital states orthogonal to each other; here, the
orthogonality is to evade the Pauli exclusion principle. As elementary facts in spin
physics, an exchange interaction is between two spins with common two-dimensional
spin eigenspace (so, the anti-theta spin does not have the coupling Hc) and is a part
of the quantum mechanical expectation value of an orbital interaction taken for both
spin and orbital states. To obtain Hc as an exchange interaction from the orbital
interaction, we use the spin-variable identity 〈λ|λ〉 = |〈λ|σa|λ〉|. Finally, we see that
Hc violates the super-Hamiltonian and supermomentum constraints due to the non-
canonical nature of hc.¶ So, in this model, the space-time diffeomorphism invariance
of the total Hamiltonian, H , that includes Hgrav (see Eq.(A.2)), Hspin (see Eq.(9)),
and Hc is explicitly broken. However, TRpS of the combination Hdt0 (namely, of the
canonical time evolution) is not explicitly broken.+
Next, we model the Hamiltonian of the theta particle field Θα itself (excluding the
gravitational interaction part) as that of a spin model with a long-range ferromagnetic
spin-spin interaction via a massless wave of a continuous succession of exchange
interactions, which propagates in the background Λα of Θα,
Hspin =
∫
Σt0
(Nhspin −Nahaspin)dS . (9)
Here, in the Newtonian limit,
hspin ≈ i~
2m
∂aπα∂
aΘβδ
αβ − J
∫
Σt0
1
|x− x′|τa(x)τ
a(x′)dS′ , (10)
haspin ≈ − πα∂aΘβδαβ (11)
for a theta particle field Θα with mass m, canonical momentum πα = i~Θ¯α and a
positive-valued long-range decay factor −2J/|x − x′|, with a constant −J > 0, that
generates an inverse square law force.
To derive the interaction part of Eq.(10), we introduce a dimensionless vector
field M (αβ) = Λ†(αΛβ) satisfying 〈Λ|Λ〉 = |Ma|. In the Newtonian limit, we assume
that Ma is an auxiliary field (i.e., without its time-derivative terms in the Lagrangian
density) governed by the Lagrangian density of exchange interactions[26]
lex ≈ 2J0τaMa − A∂aMb∂aM b . (12)
We can derive the interaction part of Eq.(10) from Eq.(12). Doing so, we also obtain
the relation −J = J20/(4πA).
In the form presented here, Hspin manifests a global SU(2) spin rotation
symmetry. This global symmetry gives rise to the global SO(3) spatial rotation
¶ Note, however, that this violation is just a quantum coherence effect induced on the theta particle
sector by ψ0 and is considered to have not been detected so far. This quantum coherence effect will
be shown in Sec. 3.2.
+ Specific meanings of these two arguments are as follows: (i) in this model, the final result of time
evolution, of the data that include the canonical variables of Σt0 , depends on the choice of a path of
Σt0 in M , that is, the choice of a diffeomorphism gauge of (a part of) space-time (Nt0 , N
a
t0
) under
fixing the both ends of paths and the data at the initial time[25] (note that the total system has
the non-reducible non-canonical energy source hc); but (ii) for a specifically chosen path, the time
evolution of the data along it does not depend on the choice of a clock unless TRpS is spontaneously
broken.
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symmetry and is gauged by the background Λα of Θα (substituting covariant derivative
for derivative in Eq.(12)) that does not explicitly appear in hspin. This gauging makes
Hspin +Hc and thus H be spatial-diffeomorphism invariant with respect to intrinsic
coordinates for every slice Σt0 of M . Since spatial coordinates are not canonical
variables, the choice of a diffeomorphism gauge of space-time (Nt0 , N
a
t0) is arbitrary
(i.e., not restricted by the dynamics).
In our model, besides the gravity sector and the theta particle sector, we also
consider the matter sector, Ψ, for low-energy phenomena: our model consists of three
sectors.
Finally, our framework is based on the following novel interpretation of quantum
mechanics with respect to quantum mechanical position uncertainties. In this
interpretation, the positions, {qa}, of the localizable n particles in a quantum system
Ψ[27, 28, 29] are, originally, definite (i.e., with no uncertainty) variables in the 3n-
dimensional configuration space. (We treat a composite particle with the center of
mass position as a particle in our sense if it cannot be excited.) Instead of having
uncertain original positions, the uncertainties of {qa} at time t0 are owned by n
space-like hypersurfaces {Σt0} related to the configuration space of Ψ as the physical
uncertainties of the variables {ξa} at the points {ξa = qa} occupied by the n particles.∗
Here, ξa = ξat0 is a coordinate system in Σt0 , and its average (that is, its quantum
mechanical expectation value, defined in Eq.(15)) is assumed to match the spatial
coordinate system obtained by the ADM decomposition (1):
〈ξat0〉 = xa +
∫ t0
t0,ini
Nat′0(x)dt
′
0 . (13)
In this interpretation, a single-particle position superposition can be straightforwardly
generalized to a non-factorizable multi-particle position superposition in the
configuration space. Note that the first-quantized treatment of particles whose
positions are originally definite in the configuration space is needed for this
interpretation.
3. Symmetry breaking
In this section, we explain the symmetry breaking mechanism.
3.1. Main statement
This paper’s main statement is that, in our model, TRpS can be broken in time-
dependent processes of a spatially macroscopically coherent quantum matter system Ψ
(a quantum mechanically macroscopic length is typically above the micrometer scale)
and this TRpS breaking leads to energy measurement processes of Ψ.
Throughout the discussion of symmetry breaking, the term coherence is used with
the meaning of the coherent property of superposed de Broglie waves of matter and
superposed photons[27, 28, 29] where the particle number and the phase are virtually
definite.
∗ Here, the uncertainties of ξa are physical at the point ξa = qa occupied by a particle because of
this interpretation and the fact that qa are canonical variables. In contrast, the uncertainties of ξa
are unphysical at the other points ξa 6= qa occupied by no particle because ξa are not canonical
variables.
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In a quantum coherent state realized over the spatial domain where the system
Ψ is bound, there is an overwhelming majority of bosons with a specific mode. Then,
due to the position-momentum uncertainty relation, in this state, the three position
uncertainties of Ψ in itself are realized with the dimensions of this cut-off domain of
the plane wave.
3.2. Initial state of theta particle system
Now, we assume a quantum matter system Ψ of n identical particles (bosons) in a
pure state |Ψ〉, with the coherence of Ψ spherically limited by a macroscopic radius
ℓ at a time t0. (In this, n has a fluctuation ∆n around the average n0 such that
n0 ≫ ∆n ≫ 1 holds. For a Bose-Einstein condensate as a prominent example,
∆n ∼ √n0 holds.) At the same time, we project the 3n-dimensional configuration
space onto the three-dimensional space Σt0 . For a multi-particle state, we trace out the
rest particles of the representative particle before this projection; for each symmetric
whole state of Ψ with a definite particle number n, this partial trace gives rise to
a mixed state of the representative particle that consists of Nn reduced pure states.
In this setting, we will show the existence of the macroscopically, in the quantum
mechanical sense, ferromagnetically ordered distribution of total Sen spins over the
time-dependent coherence domain V of Ψ in Σt0 at time t0 (see Eq.(20)).
The two key specific assumptions for showing this existence concern the system
Ψ. First, the order parameter of the coherence of the system Ψ over the coherence
domain V is assumed to take a non-zero value such as
n−10
∫
V
|〈Ψ̂(x)〉|2dS ∼ 1 . (14)
So, the system Ψ in itself can be well described by the macroscopic wave function
〈Ψ̂(x)〉. Second, the radius ℓ of the coherence domain V is assumed to be close
to the physical uncertainties of the coordinate values ∆ξa = ∆ξat0 (defined for the
representative particle in a pure state) at the originally definite position of the
representative particle, that is, a point ξa = qa. This point ξa = qa is identified
between the coordinate systems {ξa} under superposition. Specifically, these physical
uncertainties ∆ξa are taken to be the root mean square error of the qa-values in the
coordinate systems {ξa} from the qa-value in the average coordinate system 〈ξa〉 at
ξa = qa:
∆ξa ≡
√
〈(ξa − 〈ξa〉)2〉 at ξa = qa (15)
in this identification of the point ξa = qa. In Eq.(15), averages are taken by
using each pure state in the density matrix related to the representative particlê̺rep ≡ trrest|Ψ〉〈Ψ|.
Now, we identify the superposed {ξa}. Then, the point ξa = qa is distributed
over V under superposition, and we obtain that
naℓχV ≈ Naphys∆t0 (16)
and
naℓχV ≈ Naphys∆t0 (17)
for the weighted arithmetic mean X of X over all
∑
n Nn reduced particle pure
states, a unit vector nat0 (here, |na| ∼ 1 due to Eq.(14)), the characteristic function
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χV = χV (x) of the coherence domain V , N
a
phys = N
a
phys,t0
(x), and the TRp invariant
non-mechanical Mandelstam-Tamm time uncertainty, σ, of ξa[30, 31]:
σ = N
|∆ξa|
|Naphys|
(18)
∆t0≡ N∆t0 . (19)
Here, σ is constant over V and is the characteristic time for the rate of the physical
part of change of the coordinate system 〈ξa〉 in V (see Eq.(8)) under superposition at
the time t0[31]. As a result, we obtain
|Naphys| ≈
|na|ℓχV
σ
N (20)
κ≡ κχVN . (21)
In Eq.(16), na is the global direction of the group velocity Naphys (defined over V ) of
the sets of three coordinate values at the originally definite position of a particle (that
is, a point ξa = qa) measured in the identified coordinate systems {ξa}, respectively,
under superposition with the uncertainties ∆ξa. (Whereas Na must give a smooth
spatial displacement well-defined over Σt0 to maintain the well-definedness of the
canonical equations, its parts Naphys and N
a
rest need not do so by themselves.) Here,
na is randomly selected, due to the SU(2) spin rotation symmetry of the Sen spin
system, and needs to be definite for each coherent segment of Ψ (i.e., each subsystem
state of a large number, fluctuating in superposition, of bosons with a specific mode
and a specific phase) within the coherence domain V . This is because such a segment
can, in itself, be described by a macroscopic wave function. In contrast, for each
incoherent segment of Ψ within the domain V , the weighted arithmetic mean of na
over the segment vanishes due to the randomness in each selection of na.
Here, we note two points. First, the time-energy uncertainty relation is not
applied to the Mandelstam-Tamm time uncertainty σ. This is because σ is not defined
through Hamiltonian mechanics (note that ξa are not canonical variables) but is just
the dispersion of time increment trials given at a time t0. Second, when two or more
quantum matter systems {Ψ} of different kinds coexist in V , each distinct quantum
matter system is assumed to contribute independently to the couplingHc. Specifically,
the integrand of Hc can be written as −2Jc
∑
Ψ τaN
a
phys,Ψ. This assumption further
applies to identical particles in each Ψ at the level of weighted and reduced particle
pure states (see Eq.(7)). Then, the direction of na in Eq.(17) is definite while Eq.(14) is
satisfied. This is because, in the coupling Hc, to rotate N
a
phys by itself means changing
energy without cause.
Now, we define the magnetization of a system of spins by the vector modulus of
arithmetic means of the spin vector over this system. Then, the configuration of Sen
spins in Eq.(17) generates a magnetized (i.e., ferromagnetically ordered) distribution
of spin vectors of theta particles τa via the ferromagnetic exchange coupling hc that
tends to align the direction of τa to that of Naphys. If we take the strong-Jc limit in
the model setting, in which hc is the dominant energy of the theta particle system
within the coherence domain V , the direction of τa is aligned to that of Naphys. Here,
an important point is that, due to Eq.(10), interactions between these aligned theta
spins in the magnetized system are attractive.
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3.3. Ground state of theta particle system
Once such a locally isolated theta particle system with aligned spins accompanies a
spatially macroscopically coherent quantum system, the theta particles in it settle
down to their local collisionless equilibrium state due to the long-range nature of the
attractive interactions in hspin[18, 19, 32, 33, 34]. We infer the following consequence
based on recent results in the mean-field analysis of the three-dimensional self-
gravitating model[35] and the core-halo structure of the collisionless equilibrium state
in the simplest benchmark model for systems of the type given in Eq.(10)[18, 19, 33, 34]
and the universality of Lynden-Bell statistics for the collisionless equilibrium in long-
range interacting systems. That is, in general, the collisionless equilibrium state f(ε)
of the one-particle energy ε with the self-consistent mean-field potential of this system,
in the mean-field treatment, does not undergo a sufficiently violent relaxation process
to reach the Lynden-Bell ergodic equilibrium but is realized as a superposition of two
independent, low-energy dense core and high-energy halo, Lynden-Bell coarse-grained
distributions
f (i)(ε) =
η(i)
exp(β(i)(ε− µ(i))) + 1 , i = 1, 2 . (22)
Here, η is the diluted µ-space density[18, 19], and two Lagrange multipliers appear:
inverse temperature β for the total energy and chemical potential µ for the total mass
conservation. This was discovered and called the double Lynden-Bell distribution in
Ref.[18, 19], and has, in particular, two coexisting chemical potentials. (The masses
that have completely escaped from the main cluster are excluded from the local
system.) Here, due to the Pauli exclusion principle for theta particles (i.e., theta
fermions) and the alignment of the initial theta spins, we consider an initial µ-space
distribution with a single non-zero fine-grained level η0 = 1/h
3, where h is the Planck
constant. The ground state of the theta particle system is
f0(ε) =
∑
i=1,2
f
(i)
0 (ε) =
∑
i=1,2
η(i)θ(ε
(i)
F − ε) (23)
for the Heaviside step function θ(ε) and the Fermi energy εF ≡ µ|β→∞ of each Lynden-
Bell distribution at zero temperature.
Here, two remarks about the collisionless equilibrium are made. First, in the
collisionless equilibrium of a long-range interacting system, as a result of phase
mixing, the variable of the fine-grained distribution is the one-particle energy ε only:
f = f(ε)[36]. The second remark concerns the persistence of this equilibrium. A
coherence domain V aligns theta spins inside it. So, the theta particle system in a
coherence domain V is a system with long-range attractive interactions. A general
property of such a system means that, in the thermodynamic limit (i.e., the limit that
the particle number ν tends to infinity while fixing the energy per particle E/ν), the
lifetime of the collisionless equilibrium, tc, diverges.♯ In the exact limit, this system
never approaches the Boltzmann-Gibbs equilibrium (i.e., the collisional equilibrium)
from the collisionless equilibrium[36, 38].
♯ Here, tc ∼ (ν/8 ln ν)tf holds for the free-fall time tf ∼ (−Jν/mV )
−1/2[37].
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3.4. Ground state of total system
In the theta particle ground state f0 of the system, Hc can be written as
Vc = − 2Jc
∑
ψ0
wψ0
∫
Σt0
τa(x)N
a
phys,t0 |ψ0(x)dS (24)
≈ 2Jcn0κ
∑
i=1,2
ν
∫
V
ρ
(i)
0 (x)Nt0 (x)dS , (25)
where κ defined by Eq.(21) is TRp invariant, ν is the theta particle number of the
system, and ρ
(i)
0 is the coarse-grained position distribution of f
(i)
0 . The form of f
(i)
0
is determined by the Fermi energy ε
(i)
F and the form of the self-consistent mean-field
potential of the second term of Eq.(10). Here, Vc is the TRp invariant potential for
time lapse N at the level of canonical equations. The main property of this potential
is that Vcdt0 gives distinct degeneracies, with respect to TRp, for two different time
lapse densities ρ
(i)
0 N for i = 1, 2. Owing to their differing TRp degeneracies, these
two time lapse densities define different proper times t(i) of f
(i)
0 and corresponding
time lapses N (i). This property of Vc is confirmed by noting that, in the particle
description, Vc is written as
Vc ≈ 2Jcn0κ
∑
i=1,2
∑
q(i)∈νρ
(i)
0
Nt0(q
(i)) , (26)
where time lapses Nt0(q
(i)) correspond to the time lapse densities ρ
(i)
0 N in Eq.(25).
Here, we note that this coarse-graining is applied not to the proper time t but to the
energy hc, so Vc is necessary and Jc needs to be non-zero.
Due to this main property of Vc, the ground state one-particle distribution
function of the total system is in the form
f0((q,Nq), p) =
∑
i=1,2
f
(i)
0 ((q,Nq), p) . (27)
This expression means that for i = 1, 2,
f
(i)
0 (q, p) = 〈f (i)0 ((q,Nq), p)〉Nq , (28)
ρ0N
(i) = (ρ
(i)
0 /r
(i))N=ρ0〈N〉(i)0 , (29)
where f
(i)
0 (q, p) is the i-th position-momentum Lynden-Bell distribution function of
theta particles with the fixed spin part at zero temperature (see Eq.(23)), r(i) is
the fraction of theta particles in νf
(i)
0 relative to ν, and 〈·〉X and 〈·〉(i)0 represent the
integrating out of X and the average using φ
(i)
0 (Nq) = 〈f (i)0 ((q,Nq), p)〉p/ρ(i)0 (q) as the
functional weight, respectively. In Eq.(28), we apply the definition of a distribution
function in statistical mechanics as the weight in the averages of variables to the theta
particle system. In Eq.(29), for i = 1, 2, the first and the second equalities for one
theta particle define, respectively, N (i) and the Nq-dependence of f
(i)
0 ; ρ0N
(i) rewrites
the coupling (ρ
(i)
0 /r
(i))N per theta particle in νρ
(i)
0 to that in the theta particle system
νρ0.
Now, we show that TRpS on the lapse function N does not hold due to its
inconsistency with the theta particle part of f0: TRpS is preserved for r
(1)N (1) +
r(2)N (2), which is equivalent to the TRp invariance of Vc, but non-zero N
(1) − N (2)
breaks TRpS spontaneously. The crucial point here is that it is, in principle, impossible
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to specify to which component f
(i)
0 this particle belongs in the µ-space region of overlap
between f
(1)
0 and f
(2)
0 . This point is due to the superposition form of the distribution
f0, and the singleness of its non-zero fine-grained level η0 for the theta particle part.
Due to this point, in the ground state f0, TRp, that is, a replacement of the clock t0 in
the theta particle system—t0 → t′0 = F (t0)—is required to be applied for both proper
times t(i) for i = 1, 2 by a single correspondence rule (i.e., a single time lapse) between
clock and proper time due to the singleness of f0. Thus, one of the two proper times
becomes an obvious constraint on TRp for the other proper time, which breaks TRpS
on the lapse function N spontaneously in a collisionless equilibrium theta particle
system at zero temperature.
3.5. Decomposition of proper time
Once TRpS breaks spontaneously, the lapse function in Eq.(25) decomposes into
N = 〈N〉0 + N˜ (30)
for ground state expectation value 〈N〉0(> 0) and zero-mean fluctuation N˜ . Namely,
TRpS is rearranged from that on N to that on 1+N˜/〈N〉0(> 0)[39]. Thus, the proper
time t also decomposes into
t = 〈t〉0 + t˜ (31)
for ground state expectation value 〈t〉0 and zero-mean fluctuation t˜. This
decomposition of t arises because, according to the ADM spatial coordinate
transformation dxa → dξa = dxa +Nadt0 of the space-time metric ds2 = N2c2dt20 +
qabdξ
adξb with the signature (+,−,−,−), we set the proper time of the local theta
particle system, which is also that of the matter system Ψ, as
dt = Ndt0 (32)
by employing an a priori flowing time t0. Here, t0 is used in the ADM decomposition
just as a reparametrizable parameter.
In our framework, based on Sen’s picture of gravity as a spin system in Σt0 [20], we
fix the flow (i.e., increments) of time t0 so that this flow is common to all of the clocks
t0, t
′
0, . . .. This is done instead of fixing the flow of proper time t. Then, TRp varies
the flow of proper time t. Note that if TRpS is unbroken, then each clock (including
the Universe itself: t0 = t and N = 1) is equivalent to the other clocks; the inverse of
this statement for each clock is also true.
Due to these two facts, the trials of time increment δt fluctuate around the trial
mean with a non-zero variance, ς , per the trial mean. [In the TRpS unbroken phase,
since 〈t〉0 is absent in t, time increment trials in which the mean does not depend on
a choice of the TRp gauge cannot be introduced, and we need a fixed proper time
flow (ς = 0). Then, the time-evolution of an isolated system in this phase is unitary.]
In the TRpS broken phase, below this critical time scale ς , time-dependent physical
processes described by using proper time flows t having the ground state expectation
value 〈t〉0 are not gauge invariant (i.e., they are equivalent to each other) with respect
to the gauge transformation of proper time
〈t〉0 → 〈t〉0 + t˜ . (33)
When ς 6= 0 holds, we identify ς with σ in Eq.(18). This is because (i) both of these
are the dispersion of time increment trials (depending on no mechanics χ(t): the
conversion from the ς-side to the σ-side is not based on a map t→ χ(t) but based on
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the identity map t → t in the case of ς 6= 0 or a reduction map t → t in the case of
ς = 0) and (ii) both of these are the critical time scale for the physical equivalence
of the time-dependent process of the coordinate systems {ξat }, in the presence of
a group velocity Naphys/N within M under superposition. Here, it is consistent to
assume that the behavior of the time increment fluctuation is governed by a certain
statistical law (namely, there is a finite and definite variance σ per the trial mean).
Specifically, we treat σ as a physical constant of nature. Since such a statistical law
can be set independently from the model in Hspin + Hc, to test this assumption, we
have to rely on experiments, for instance, to measure t
(1)
life, t
(2)
life, . . . in Eq.(39) for given
(∆E)(1), (∆E)(2), . . . at instances, respectively.
4. Measurement processes
In the ensemble interpretation, a state reduction of a pure state consists of two
processes: non-selective measurement and the subsequent event reading. In this
section, we show that these two processes, with respect to energy measurements,
accompany TRpS breaking.
In time-dependent processes of the matter system Ψ with its Hamiltonian Ĥ , the
non-zero statistical variance of time increment trials that accompanies TRpS breaking
is represented by the non-unitary time evolution of the state vector of the system Ψ
in the Schro¨dinger picture, as seen in the following way. In the Schro¨dinger picture,
the time-evolution equation of the state vector |Ψ(t)〉 of the matter system Ψ is the
Schro¨dinger equation. We write it in the time increment formalism using the proper
time of the matter system Ψ with broken TRpS as
i~
δ|Ψ(t)〉
δt
= Ĥ|Ψ(t)〉 . (34)
The average of its formal solution over time increment trials is
|Ψ(µ)〉 =
∫
dt′ϕ(δt′)
{
exp
(
− iδt
′
~
Ĥ
)
|Ψ(0)〉
}
(35)
= exp
(
− iµ
~
Ĥ − σµ
2~2
Ĥ2
)
|Ψ(0)〉 , (36)
when the time increment trials δt follow a normal distribution ϕ(δt) with mean µ and
variance σµ[40]. This formula gives the time evolution of the averaged state vector
|Ψ〉 in the history representation
|Ψ(t)〉 = exp
(
− it
~
Ĥ − σt
2~2
Ĥ2
)
|Ψ(0)〉 . (37)
For 〈Ψ|, we change t to −t in Eq.(37). In Eq.(37), the first exponential factor gives
unitary time evolution. On average, the second exponential factor in Eq.(37) forms
a family with the properties of a contraction semi-group with parameter t. This is a
dynamical state change based on the Schro¨dinger equation.
Now, we consider an unaveraged state change with no dynamical element. For
two different time increment trials δt1 and δt2, the equivalence ≃ of two state vectors
up to a phase-factor difference
e−
iδt1
~
Ĥ |Ψ(0)〉 ≃ e− iδt2~ Ĥ |Ψ(0)〉 , δt1 6= δt2 (38)
holds if and only if the unaveraged state vector |Ψ(0)〉 is an energy eigenstate. When
quantum coherence of |Ψ(0)〉 with respect to the expectation values of all observables,
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{〈Â〉}, exists, the time increment fluctuation cannot be described by using |Ψ(0)〉 or
imposing Eq.(38) on |Ψ(0)〉 (instead, it can be described by using |Ψ(0)〉 and imposing
Eq.(35) on |Ψ(0)〉). This is because Eq.(38) is the condition for a state change with no
dynamical element (i.e., no change of time) and thus it cannot extinguish the quantum
coherence. However, just after a non-selective energy measurement of a pure state |Ψ〉
(e.g., the time evolution resulting from Eq.(37)), viewed as the preparation of the
state |Ψ(−0)〉 just before the event reading at t = 0, quantum coherence of |Ψ(−0)〉
with respect to {〈Â〉} cannot be observed (i.e., that, for Â, its total interference is less
than its uncertainty width, with respect to the decohered state |Ψ(−0)〉). Namely,
this state |Ψ(−0)〉 is equivalent to an exclusive mixture in the ensemble interpretation.
At such a time, for the unaveraged state vector |Ψ(0)〉, Eq.(38) induces a quantum
state reduction that satisfies the Born rule as a result of the preceding non-selective
measurement: this is the subsequent event reading (i.e., elimination of the other
events).
We make two remarks.
First, the lifetime tlife of quantum coherence of |Ψ〉 with respect to {〈Â〉} is
equal to the characteristic time of exponentially decaying off-diagonal elements of the
averaged density matrix |Ψ〉〈Ψ| (not (|Ψ〉)(〈Ψ|)) expressed in the energy eigenbasis
{|E〉}. From this, we obtain[40]
tlife =
2~2
σ(∆E)2
(39)
for the energy difference ∆E in each off-diagonal element.
Second, we consider a model of direct quantum measurement[41]. Because energy
does not have a canonical conjugate, error-free entanglement between (i) a given
quantum measured system ψ with measured discrete observable Ô and (ii) the event
reading system Ψ with energy eigenstates is taken by an O-non-selective measurement-
based unitary quantum energy feedback in the open quantum system ψ + Ψ. Here,
an O-non-selective measurement can be realized by a von Neumann-type interaction
between the system ψ and a macroscopic measurement apparatus A in a quantum
mechanically long-term but macroscopically instantaneous unitary process ÛψA, where
the state change of A cannot be observed[13, 41, 42]. Here, A is abstracted to be
described by one degree of freedom: its center of mass position that cannot be sharply
measured and its center of mass momentum, P̂ , that is assumed to be the continuous
superselection rule observable[13] which is characterized by the properties of having
a virtually continuous spectrum (i.e., being able to be very sharply measured) and
commuting with (i.e., being able to be simultaneously measured with) all observables
of A before selection of the observables[3]. The whole system of processes is††∑
n
cn|On〉|A0〉|E0〉 →
∑
n
cnÛ
ψA|On〉|A0〉|E0〉 (40)
††A generic pure state |ψ〉|A0〉 of the combined system ψ + A can be written as a direct integral∫⊕
|ψ(p)〉A0(p)dp, where a state vector |ψ(p)〉 ≡ |ψ〉|p〉 belongs to the continuous superselection
sector specified by an eigenvalue p of the continuous superselection rule observable P̂ , and A0(p)
is the p-representation of |A0〉[13]. Here, for two state vectors belonging to different continuous
superselection sectors, the corresponding matrix elements of any observable of the combined system
ψ + A are always zero before selection of the observables[13]. Under this structure of a given pure
state |ψ0〉|A0〉 of the combined system ψ + A, an O-non-selective measurement is realized by a von
Neumann-type interaction ĤψA
int
= −ΛÔ ⊗ P̂ , in which Λ is strong enough that we can neglect the
kinetic Hamiltonians of the systems ψ and A[42]. For details of these arguments, see appendix D in
Ref.[41].
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→
∑
n
cnÛ
ψA|On〉|A0〉|En〉 , (41)
where |A0〉 is a normalized state of the system A. In Eq.(41), the quantum energy
feedback process in the open quantum system ψ + Ψ is controlled by a feedback
controller; before and after the quantum energy feedback process, the feedback
controller and the energy reservoir are decoupled from the combined system ψ + Ψ
because this process is subsequent to theO-non-selective measurement in the combined
system ψ + A. After this entanglement (41), the event reading in Ψ with respect to
energy agrees with the event reading in ψ +Ψ with respect to O and energy.
5. Summary and discussion
In our model, we have proposed the scheme of energy measurement processes, of a
desired quantum matter system Ψ, consisting of Θ, λ and Ψ in the time increment
description.
Here, we summarize the contents of this scheme briefly. These consist of three
steps.
(I) The superposed form collisionless equilibrium (i.e., double Lynden-Bell)
distribution of a local theta particle system Θ is dynamically generated from
its initial ferromagnetically ordered distribution prepared by the matter system
Ψ, provided Ψ is spatially macroscopically coherent.
This preparation of the initial distribution of Θ is via the ferromagnetic coupling
Hc of the vector part of Θ with the ferromagnetically ordered configuration of
the spatial-diffeomorphism-gauge independent part of the shift vector N
(αβ)
phys =
cλ†(αλβ) within the coherence domain of the matter system Ψ.
The ferromagnetically ordered configuration of Naphys is attributed to our
interpretation of quantum mechanics, where we reverse the roles of particles and
the coordinate system in uncertainties of the positions of particles.
(II) The generated local theta particle system Θ converts the a priori flowing time
t0 into a proper time t with fluctuating increments by the spontaneous breaking
of TRpS. This spontaneous TRpS breaking is due to the existence of the TRp
invariant double Lynden-Bell potential (25) for the time lapse, where the time
lapse is rescaled in the superposed form ground state (27) in two distinct ways
(see Eq.(29)).
On the other hand, spatial diffeomorphism invariance is not broken. The reason
why spatial diffeomorphisms behave differently from TRp is that the part Hc of
the total Hamiltonian of the whole system is the TRp invariant potential but is
spatial-diffeomorphism-gauge independent.
(III) By solving the Schro¨dinger equation (34) of the state vector written in the time
increment formalism, we have shown that this conversion of time results in non-
selective measurements and event readings of the matter system Ψ with respect
to its energy.
Finally, it is worthwhile to characterize the novelty of our theory of measurement
by comparing it with our prototype von Neumann-Wigner (vNW) theory of
measurement[3, 4]. One can raise two objections to vNW theory. First, the projection
hypothesis playing the central role in this theory was unphysical. Second, even if
one admits the projection hypothesis, vNW theory does not contain a non-selective
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measurement process as a step. For the latter fact, the state reduction in vNW theory
is not properly decomposed into dynamical and informatical parts. That is, vNW
theory is not compatible with the ensemble interpretation. (Of course, the ensemble
interpretation does not rule out the Copenhagen interpretation.) Against these two
objections, first, in our theory of measurement, the projection hypothesis is physical
and is realized as the theta particle system confined in a coherence domain. Second,
in our mechanism, state reduction is properly decomposed into a dynamical part (the
non-selective measurement) and an informatical part (the event reading). Our theory
is thus compatible with the ensemble interpretation.
Appendix A. Time concept in canonical gravity
In this appendix, we give an elementary overview of the time concept in canonical
gravity before its extension.
In this paper, to study the time evolution of space-time structure, we use the
ADM 3 + 1 decomposition of a space-time (M, gµν)[21]. In the ADM decomposition
method, the square of the line element in M is written as
ds2 = N2c2dt20 + qab(dx
a +Nadt0)(dx
b +N bdt0) (A.1)
for time-lapse function N and shift vector Na.
Using Eq.(A.1), we obtain the gravitational Hamiltonian of a space-like
hypersurface Σt0 from the Einstein-Hilbert action as
Hgrav =
∫
Σt0
(Nhgrav −Nahagrav)dS , (A.2)
where
hgrav =
√−q(−(3)R−KabKab +K2) , (A.3)
hagrav = 2
√−qDb(Kab −Kqab) (A.4)
for scalar curvature (3)R and covariant derivative Da on (Σt0 , qab) and K = K
abqab.
Both a super-Hamiltonian hgrav = hgrav,t0(x) and a supermomentum h
a
grav =
hagrav,t0(x) are set to vanish by including the contributions from the other sectors
as the super-Hamiltonian and supermomentum constraints with Lagrange multipliers
N and Na, respectively; otherwise, the space-time diffeomorphism invariance of the
total Hamiltonian is explicitly broken. In canonical gravity, these four constraints
automatically hold at all times if all of these hold at the initial time[25].
Intuitive interpretations of Eqs.(A.1) and (A.2) are as follows: (i) regarding Σt0
as the embedding of a space manifold S into space-time M , denoted by e = et0(x),
the lapse function N and the shift vector Na are the components of the deformation
of the embedding ∂e/∂t0 perpendicular and parallel to Σt0 , respectively[43]; (ii) the
lapse function N and the shift vector Na are the time-dependent variables of time
reparametrization and the space diffeomorphism of S, respectively; and (iii) the
arbitrariness of the four variables N and Na in the space-time metric gµν reflects
the arbitrariness of choice of space-time coordinate system.
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